
GIZA TIME CLOCK OF EPOCHS 

Constellation Orion Giza Pyramids Transposed 
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1008/2 = 504 

504 + 504 = 1008 

1008 + 504 = 1512 

1512 + 504 = 2016 

2016 + 504 = 2520 

 

Could 2022-23 by the start of Dan-

iel’s 70th Week of Years or the 

what the Bible calls the Tribulation 

Period? 
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Height: 481.33 feet or 

5776 inches (5776 = 2016) 

 

Perimeter = 3024 (3√3024 = 1008) 
 

1008 + 1008 = 2016 

2016 + 1008 = 3024 (circumference) 

3024 + 1008 = 4032 (4032/2 = 2016 

4032 + 1008 = 5040 (2520 + 2520) 

 

*2520 is the duration of the Prophet  Daniel’s Last Week of 

Weeks - Daniel 9:25 
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The purpose of this illustration is to make some observations particular to the  phenomenon of the Giza Clock that is said to coincide with the end of ‘Ages’. Although the Earth or ‘World’ will not end, it does seem to mark a ‘changing’ of a ‘time’. Perhaps in reference to the coming Age or the New World Order? End of the Church 

Age?...The Giza Clock basically stipulates that the within the framework of the design of the Giza Pyramid complex, a mathematical code was factored that ‘clocked’ the Procession of the Equinoxes. The work of this discovery has been attributed to the research of Dr. Johan Oldenkamp. The Pyramids are aligned to the ancient 4 

cardinal Stars. These are depicted in the Bible as 4 Living Creatures and symbols of the standards for Israel, the 4 Gospels found in the Bible and the 4 depositions of Jesus’ mission on Earth, that is a Servant, Prophet, Priest and God-King. The model presented in the Sphinx’s position also transposed onto the Giza Clock as a refer-

ence to the calculated start of the Age of LEO in ~10,900 BC. This is not to say that this epoch could have been before the creation of Humanity or even before the ‘Earth became formless and void’ per Genesis. With this in mind, the Pyramid Clock suggests that very soon, a new astrological reset is to begin.  Main  

MYSTERIES OF THE PYRAMID CLOCK ANNOUNCING A NEW TIME   

ORION  
The Coming Prince 

‘Light breaking forth in the Redeemer, as he who triumphs.’  
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If one takes the same degree of angle that corresponds with the Giza Pyra-

mids to the Orion Belt stars and one factors that angle to the edges of the 

Giza pyramid complex, some very peculiar mathematical result occur as 

shown on the table. If this notion is projected onto the Temple Mount in 

Jerusalem as a focal point, then the feet and inches can possibly compute to 

years. From the 2009 to the 2016 calculations is a 7 Year long count.  

PYRAMIDMATHEMATICAL MYSTERIES   
The Mystery of the Great Pyramid in Egypt boggles the mind. It is full of countless 

mathematical precise calculations. The following figures are but some examples of 

how certain dates and times are edged into the very granite blocks of the structure.  

What is recurring, according to many researchers is the number 2012 and 2016.  

In some way or fashion, these 2 dates are tied together. As to its association or 

meaning? That remains to be seen.   

Some speculate that the ‘Year of Light’ 5776 which corresponds to the year 2016 is 

when something monumental occurs prophetically as a time-marker in the ‘Clock’ 

related to the coming changing of ‘Ages’. The number is also further a factor of 

2520, which is how long the Tribulation Period is to last –per some interpretations 

of Daniel’s last Week of Weeks. Is the Pyramid telling us that perhaps 2016 will be 

the commencing of the last 7-year countdown to the Prophetic Week of a 2520 

days, according to the Prophet Daniel? (20222023) It will remain to be seen.  

Following is just an example of the complexity of the mathematics that was infused 

into the design of the Pyramids.   


